MSS July GC Meeting Summary
07/21/2021 from 7:30-9:00 p.m. CT

- History of MSS awards has been collected and planning is in progress
- Resolution 009, Resolve 3 has been assigned to the MSS. Staff is working on an application for funding at national meetings
- MSS Delegates have created a calendar with upcoming events and deadlines. Resolution timeline has been finalized and is reflected on the calendar
- GCAI digest to be posted on the MSS website
- Vice Chair collaborated with MSS staff to create a standardized process for Standing Committees to share events/information
- Motion passes to establish a Committee on American Indian Affairs
- Motion passes to establish a Committee on Disability Affairs
- Motion passes to recognize ASPS as a represented national medical specialty society within the MSS
- Preliminary discussions and introductions with ANAMS, LMSA, and SNMA have occurred
- MSS Speakers gathered IOP task force submissions and will finalize the team
- At-Large Officer to meet with Regions monthly